
 

 

Óscar Fuertes: "Our goal is to finish 
Dakar Rally 2022 in the top fifteen and 
leaving the least carbon footprint 
possible" 

• Óscar Fuertes and Diego Vallejo are part of the Astara Team together with Jesús Calleja and 
Edu Blanco 

• Fuertes faces his fourth personal Dakar Rally: in all the previous ones he reached the finish line 
and, in 2020, he conquered the third position in his class 

• The team's goal is to finish the race with the lowest carbon footprint possible thanks to the 
use of e-fuel. The remaining emissions will be offset. 

Madrid, 22nd December 2021. Óscar Fuertes will start his fourth Dakar Rally on January 1st. It will be his 
first appearance with the Astara Team, the brand new 100% Spanish team with which he and his team 
mate, the adventurer Jesús Calleja, set very ambitious goals... and not only results wise. The Madrilenian, 
who returns to race with Diego Vallejo on his right, firmly believes he opts to finish among the top fifteen 
in the Dakar Rally 2022 and, thanks to the use of e-fuel, the team has set itself the goal of leaving the least 
possible trace of carbon emissions among all the competitors. 

Óscar, who for the rest of the year is focused on his work as director of the INFOVA Automoción training 
company, has reached the Dakar finish line on the three previous occasions in which he has participated, 
2018, 2019 and 2020. Last year he finished in third position in his class. 

You return to the Dakar with a new project, what do you highlight about the Astara Team? 

We have set up a very competitive team that will run two cars, one for Jesús Calleja and Edu Blanco and 
the other for Diego Vallejo and myself. Both crews will face the race with a buggy that we have named 
the 01 Concept and which is based on the extremely fast and reliable Century CR6, already overall stage 
winner in the Dakar and also in other international races. We will have the support of SMC Motorsport on 
the technical side, wich ensure us a high level of competitiveness. 

A fundamental part of the project and of our strategy is that the Astara Team uses a sustainable fuel (e-
fuel), which will allow us to significantly reduce our impact on the environment. 

Why did you choose e-fuel? 

Before the Dakar Rally , we considered different options to contest the race in a sustainable way. It was 
key for us to be able to unlock the full potential of the car without compromising it with heavy batteries 
with limited storage capacity, and we also had to do it without a monster budget. We chose e-fuel 
because it has a high energy density, thanks to which we can travel the kilometers of each special stage 
and liaison section without compromising our competitiveness. For us, this is, today, the best possible 
solution to run the Dakar Rally at a competitive level. 



 

 

To give you an idea, e-fuel is capable of storing a huge amount of energy in a very small size and weight: a 
liter of e-fuel contains 10,752 kWh. Just 9.3 liters of this fuel stores the same amount of energy as a 100 
kWh battery, which is 55 times heavier. The energy efficiency of e-fuel is 12% higher than that of gasoline. 

How is this fuel obtained? 

The production of e-fuel is based on obtaining synthesis gas through the use of renewable energies. 
Subsequently, this synthesis gas undergoes a series of chemical transformation processes, which result in 
a synthetic liquid hydrocarbon that is easy to use, store and transport. Its environmental impact is zero, 
since the CO2 that is emitted into the atmosphere during its combustion is the same that has been 
extracted from the air during its production. It does not emit solid waste or microparticles. 

Our 01 Concept have required some small adaptations in the injection system and in the electronic 
control to be able to use e-fuel, and that is also the message we want to send: we could have e-fuel in 
street cars at a reasonable cost for the final user. It would be a great way to reduce emissions in the daily 
traffic without having to change cars. 

In this coming Dakar Rally there will be teams using e-fuel, with biofuel, and even with electrification ... 

We have understood that this is the best possible solution in terms of performance and sustainability. And 
we go much further, as we set ourselves the goal of leaving the smallest carbon footprint on the Dakar. It 
is not something that we announce: we are going to undergo an detailed examination with an external 
auditor who will be measuring our carbon footprint. At the end of the Dakar Rally we will analyze it and 
offset the remaining emissions with a positive project for the environment in order to achieve carbon 
neutrality. 

What are your sporting goals for the Dakar? 

The best thing about our strategy is that we keep all our streghts despite having made our project 
sustainable. It's going to be a really competitive Dakar and that's why it's hard to think of a realistic goal, 
but we think we have the potential to be in the top fifteen. We are going to give it all to achieve it, and of 
course, we will take advantage of the opportunities that are presented to us to even improve that dream 
result. 

What are the main differences of this car compared to the previous ones you have raced in the Dakar? 

The whole team is very different from past years. We face the race with a different budget and a different 
car, and both things allow us to take a clear step forward. We have good aerodynamics, optimum 
dimensions and a highly developed suspension. The weight balance is very good. It has a very powerful 
engine, with no less than 283 kW of power. In addition, we have an automatic tyre inflation system that 
will make things easier for us in the dunes. We are not better prepared for a single reason, but for the sum 
of many. 

The Dakar will take place in Saudi Arabia for another year, but you also raced in its South American 
version. Which one do you prefer? 

I think the current Dakar is more fun. Saudi Arabia is a great unknown and, at the same time, an immense 
territory. You have of all kinds of desert, with rocks, mountains, fast tracks, dunes ... We have everything 
that we find in South America, but much more variety. The last Dakar in Peru was 100% dunes and, in a 
way, that for me didn’t represent totally the spirit of the rally, which has to be as varied as possible. 



 

 

Saudi Arabia is a place that is worth discovering from the point of view of the landscape, and I think that 
the spectators who follow the rally have been able to see the mountains and the orography of a very 
powerful natural environment, ideal for a race like this. 

You return to compete with Diego Vallejo as your codriver, with whom you have reached the goal three 
times in the Dakar. How is your relationship with him? 

Diego and I have become very good friends. We met at the Dakar and we both approached every race in 
the most professional way possible. It is true that this is not my only activity, but Diego is a professional 
navigator and I think he knows how to guide me very well. The level of confidence between us is such that 
we have shared things in the car about our own lives that few people know: you reach a very high level of 
commitment and complicity. And that also counts when it comes to getting the best result. 

 

More information: www.astarateam.com  
 
Follow us on social media 
Facebook @AstaraTeam 
Instagram @AstaraTeam 
Twitter @AstaraTeam 
 

Media contact: astarateam@boosters.es 
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